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Abstract

Model checking is an effective technique for verifying
properties of a finite specification. A model checker accepts
a specification and a property, and it searches the reachable
states to determine if the property is a theorem of the spec-
ification. Because model checking examines every state of
the specification, it is a more thorough validation technique
than testing executable specifications.
However, some researchers question the feasibility of

model checking, because the size of a specification’s state
space grows exponentially with respect to the number of
variables in the specification. This paper demonstrates
the feasibility of symbolically model checking a non-trivial
specification: the software requirements of the A-7E air-
craft. The A-7E requirements document lists five properties
that the designers manually derived from the requirements.
Using McMillan’s Symbolic Model Verifier, we were able
to verify or find a counterexample to each property in less
than 10-15 CPU minutes. In particular, we found that an
important safety property did not hold.

1. Introduction

Formal notations have been developed to facilitate the
specification of precise and unambiguous software require-
ments [1, 14, 23, 24]. The use of these notations helps to
ensure that the requirements writer carefully considers and
documents all appropriate software behavior.

Given a formal specification, a model checker can auto-
matically verify that certain properties are theorems of the
specification. The reachability graph of the specification
serves as a logic model, the properties to be verified are ex-
pressed as temporal logic formulae, and the model checker
exhaustively searches the reachability graph to determine if
the properties are true; if they are, then the properties are
theorems of the specification. Because the model checker
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checks the value of the formulae in every state of the speci-
fication, model checking is a more thorough validation tech-
nique than testing executable specifications.

The feasibility of model checking has been questioned
because the size of the reachability graph that is searched
grows exponentially with the number of variables used
to specify the requirements. However, a number of ad-
vances have been made recently that reduce the size of the
search space. Symbolic and partial-order model checkers
search sets of reachable states rather than individual states
[7, 11, 13, 18]. The size of the search space can be reduced
further by exploiting symmetry in the specification [19, 21]
or by searching an abstraction that only contains informa-
tion relevant to the property being checked [20, 33]. Using
compositional model checking methodologies [12, 27], one
can verify that a property is a theorem of part of a spec-
ification (e.g., a safety kernel [22, 30]) and infer that the
property is theorem of the entire specification.

To test the feasibility of model checking non-trivial spec-
ifications, we used McMillan’s Symbolic Model Verifier
(SMV) [7, 25] to model check the software requirements
of the A-7E aircraft [1]. The A-7E requirements were writ-
ten in the Software Cost Reduction (SCR) requirements no-
tation [1, 16, 17]. The specification consists of three con-
current components, each modeling 6 to 18 modes of op-
eration and reacting to 69 input conditions; the theoretical
size of the specification’s state space is 1.3x10�� states. In
addition, the A-7E document lists five properties that the re-
quirements writers manually derived from the requirements.
We implemented a program that translates SCR require-
ments into an equivalent SMV specification. Once in the
SMV format, we were able to verify or find counterexam-
ples to all five of the A-7E properties. One of the prop-
erties that was found to be violated is an important safety
property: it is possible to fire a weapon at a target’s coordi-
nates when the aircraft’s knowledge of its own coordinates
is known to be inaccurate!



Our paper is organized as follows: the mechanics of
symbolically model checking SCR software requirements
are described in Section 2. The results of our feasibility
study are presented in Section 3; this includes descriptions
of the changes made to the A-7E specification to facilitate
model checking, the results of the model checking, and the
performance of the model checker. Finally, we compare our
feasibility results with those of other model-checking em-
pirical studies.

2. Symbolic Model Checking of SCR Software
Requirements

The SCR requirements notation was developed by a re-
search group at the Naval Research Laboratory as part of a
general Software Cost Reduction project [1, 17]. A com-
plete SCR requirements specification describes interface,
behavioral, functional, precision, and timing requirements
of a software system to be developed. This paper discusses
model checking of behavioral requirements only.

2.1. SCR Behavioral Requirements

The environment of a system is abstracted as a set
of predicates on environmental variables, called environ-
mental conditions [16]. For example, a thermostat that
regulates the temperature of a room might define en-
vironmental condition SwitchIsOn to represent predicate
[On/Off switch = On], and condition TooCold to represent
predicate [ActualTemp � (DesiredTemp���C)]. If C is the
set of environmental conditions, then a state is an interpre-
tation ofC, in which each condition inC is assigned a truth
value; the system’s state space is the set of allowable in-
terpretations. A state transition is an ordered pair of states
whose interpretations differ in the value of one condition.

The behavior of the system is determined by the current
state. However, most systems behave the same in several
different states. Thus, the system’s state space can be parti-
tioned into sets of equivalent states called modes of opera-
tion or simply modes. For example if thermostat condition
SwitchIsOn is false, then the system is idle regardless of the
value of condition TooCold.

A primitive event is a change in the value of one
condition [16]. Primitive events @T(SwitchIsOn) and
@F(SwitchIsOn) designate condition SwitchIsOn becom-
ing true and becoming false, respectively. A conditioned
event is a primitive event whose occurrence depends on the
values of other conditions [16]. Event

@T(SwitchIsOn) WHEN [TooCold]

designates condition SwitchIsOn becoming true while con-
dition TooCold is true. SwitchIsOn is the event’s trigger-
ing event and TooCold is the event’s enabling condition

or WHEN condition. Since a primitive event is a type of
conditioned event (whose WHEN conditions are vacuously
true), the term conditioned event will henceforth refer to
both primitive and conditioned events.

A conditioned event is modeled by any state transition
whose interpretations satisfy the event’s triggering event
and WHEN conditions: the triggering event must be unsat-
isfied by the first state’s interpretation and satisfied by the
second state’s interpretation, and the WHEN conditions must
be satisfied by the first interpretation �. For example, a state
transition modeling the above conditioned event must sat-
isfy formula

�SwitchIsOn � TooCold � n(SwitchIsOn)

where n() is the nextstate operator, used to designate the
conditions that hold in the transition’s second state.

A mode transition is a set of state transitions that cross
a mode boundary. A mode transition is modeled by a set
of state transitions whose states’ interpretations model the
same conditioned event, whose source states are elements of
the source mode, and whose destination states are elements
of the destination mode.

A mode class is a set of modes that partitions the state
space and a transition relation on the set of modes. If two
or more transitions from the same source mode to different
destination modes satisfy the same conditioned event, then
the mode class is non-deterministic. A subset of the class’s
modes are designated possible initial modes; the actual ini-
tial mode is determined by initial values of the conditions.

Figure 1 is an SCR requirements specification of a sim-
ple thermostat. The specification of the mode class’s tran-
sition relation has a tabular format. The top of the table is
labeled with the set of environmental conditions. Each row
in the table specifies a mode transition from the mode on
the left to the mode on the right. A table entry of “@T”
(or “@F”) under column C1 represents a triggering event
@T(C1) (or @F(C1)); a table entry of “t” (or “f”) represents
a WHEN condition WHEN[C1] (or WHEN[�C1]). If the
value of a condition C1 does not affect the occurrence of a
conditioned event, then the table entry is marked with a hy-
phen (“–”). For example, the first row in Figure 1 specifies
a mode transition from OFF to HEAT due to the occurrence
of conditioned event @T(SwitchIsOn) WHEN[TooCold];
it specifies the set of state transitions that satisfy formula

Off � �SwitchIsOn � TooCold �
n(SwitchIsOn)� n(Heat)

Below the mode transition table is the specification of the
system’s initial mode.

�SCR semantics [16, 31] propose a continuous-time definition for a
conditioned event: given event @T(C1) WHEN [C2], if triggering event
@T(C1) occurs at time t, then the conditioned event occurs at time t if
and only if there exists a non-empty time interval � such that C2 is true
throughout interval [t��� t). In order to facilitate model checking, this paper
uses a discrete-state version of this definition for all conditioned events.



Figure 1. SCR behavioral specification of simple thermostat.

An SCR requirements document contains the specifica-
tion of one or more mode classes. Each mode class specifies
one aspect of the system’s behavior, and the system’s global
behavior is defined to be the composition of the specifica-
tion’s mode classes. At all times, the system is in exactly
one mode of each mode class. The transition relation of a
set of mode classes is the conjunction of the classes’ transi-
tion relations.

2.2. Environmental Assumptions

An SCR requirements document also specifies any as-
sumptions of the behavior of the environment. Similar
to the NAT relation in Parnas’s 4-variable model of sys-
tem requirements [28], an assumption specifies dependen-
cies among the environmental conditions, imposed either
by laws of nature or by other mode classes in the system.
An example of an environmental assumption is the relation-
ship between thermostat conditions TooCold, TempOk, and
TooHot: exactly one of these conditions is true at all times,
and the temperature cannot rise (or fall) instantaneously
from TooCold to TooHot (or vice versa).

Assumptions are invariant constraints that hold in all
states of the specification’s reachability graph. Thus, the
transition relation of an SCR requirements specification is
the conjunction of the specification’s mode classes’ transi-
tion relations with all of the environmental assumptions.

2.3. Translating SCR Requirements into SMV

We have implemented a program that translates an SCR
requirements specification into an equivalent SMV speci-
fication. Figure 2 contains the SMV representation of the
SCR thermostat example depicted in Figure 1.

Environmental conditions, mode classes, and modes are
defined as SMV state variables declared in the VAR sec-
tion. Most conditions are represented as boolean variables.
However, if two or more conditions are related such that ex-
actly one condition is true at all times, then the conditions
are represented as an enumerated-type variable. For exam-
ple, each mode class is modeled as an enumerated-type vari-
able, whose value ranges over the names of the mode class’s
modes.

The system’s initial state and transition relation are de-
fined in the ASSIGN section. The initial mode of each mode
class is declared using an init() statement. In addition, if
the system behavior is constrained by the initial value of a
variable, then the variable is initialized using the init() state-
ment.

The next() statement is used to specify the value of a
variable in the next state. The transition relation of each
mode class is modeled as a next() statement that specifies
the next value of the mode class variable; because the mode-
class variable’s next value depends on the variable’s current
value and the values of the environmental conditions, the
next() statement uses a case expression. Each row in an
SCR mode transition table is modeled by a branch in the
case expression: a boolean expression models the current
mode and the transition event, and is followed by the vari-
able’s corresponding next value. For example, the first row
in the SCR thermostat example is modeled as the following
case branch

Thermostat=Off & !SwitchIsOn & next(SwitchIsOn) &
Enum1=TooCold : Heat

where Thermostat is the mode class variable, Enum1 is a
generated name representing the enumeration fTooCold,
TempOk, TooHotg, “!” is the SMV not connective, and



MODULE main
VAR
Thermostat : fOff, Inactive, Heat, ACg;
Enum1 : fTooCold, TempOk, TooHotg;
SwitchIsOn : boolean;

ASSIGN
init(Thermostat) := Off;
init(SwitchIsOn) := 0;

next(Thermostat) := case
Thermostat = Off & !SwitchIsOn & next(SwitchIsOn) & Enum1=TooCold : Heat;
Thermostat = Off & !SwitchIsOn & next(SwitchIsOn) & Enum1=TempOk : Inactive;
Thermostat = Off & !SwitchIsOn & next(SwitchIsOn) & Enum1=TooHot : AC;
Thermostat = Inactive & SwitchIsOn & next(!SwitchIsOn) : Off;
Thermostat = Inactive & SwitchIsOn & !Enum1=TooCold & next(Enum1=TooCold) : Heat;
Thermostat = Inactive & SwitchIsOn & !Enum1=TooHot & next(Enum1=TooHot) : AC;
Thermostat = Heat & SwitchIsOn & next(!SwitchIsOn) : Off;
Thermostat = Heat & SwitchIsOn & !Enum1=TempOk & next(Enum1=TempOk) : Inactive;
Thermostat = AC & SwitchIsOn & next(!SwitchIsOn) : Off;
Thermostat = AC & SwitchIsOn & !Enum1=TempOk & next(Enum1=TempOk) : Inactive;
1 : Thermostat;

esac;

TRANS
( Enum1=TempOK & !next(Enum1=TempOK) & !Enum1=TooHot & next(Enum1=TooHot) ) j
( !Enum1=TempOK & next(Enum1=TempOK) & Enum1=TooHot & !next(Enum1=TooHot) ) j
( Enum1=Toocold & !next(Enum1=Toocold) & !Enum1=TempOK & next(Enum1=TempOK) ) j
( !Enum1=Toocold & next(Enum1=Toocold) & Enum1=TempOK & !next(Enum1=TempOK) ) j
( Enum1 = next(Enum1))

TRANS
( !(Enum1 = next(Enum1)) & (SwitchIsOn = next(SwitchIsOn))) j
( (Enum1= next(Enum1)) & !(SwitchIsOn = next(SwitchIsOn))) j
( (Enum1= next(Enum1)) & (SwitchIsOn = next(SwitchIsOn)))

SPEC
AG((Thermostat=Off)-�!SwitchIsOn)
AG((Thermostat=Inactive) -� (SwitchIsOn & Enum1=TempOk))
AG((Thermostat= Heat) -� (SwitchIsOn & Enum1=TooCold))
AG((Thermostat= AC) -� (SwitchIsOn & Enum1=TooHot))

Figure 2. SMV specification of thermostat.

“&” is the SMV and connective. If the boolean expression
in the above case branch is satisfied, then the next value of
variable Thermostat is Heat. In general, the next value of a
mode class variable is the destination mode in the first case
branch whose boolean expression evaluates to true. A final
case branch with boolean expression “1” is equivalent to an
else clause. Else clauses are used in mode-class transition
relations to explicitly indicate that all other state transitions
do not reflect a mode transition.

Our program translates simple environmental assump-
tions (e.g., implications) into DNF assertions about the cur-
rent and next values of the dependent conditions. Each of
these expressions is declared in a TRANS section and acts
as a constraint on the system’s transition relation. In addi-
tion, our program can generate a DNF expression that en-
sures that a state transition reflects a change in the value
of only one (independent) environmental condition; this ex-
pression is also declared in a TRANS section and acts as a
constraint on the transition relation.

Properties to be verified with respect to an SMV specifi-
cation are declared in the SPEC section.

2.4. Goals to be Model Checked

An SCR requirements specification often includes a set
of properties or putative theorems (called goals) that should

be true if the behavioral requirements have been written cor-
rectly. Such properties are redundant information that is
included in the specification because the reader might not
deduce them from the tabular specifications.

The SMV model checker can verify goals that are ex-
pressed as formulae in the Computational Tree Logic (CTL)
branching-time temporal logic [8]. SMV evaluates a for-
mula with respect to a particular state in the specification’s
reachability graph, based on the set of possible execution
paths emanating from the state. Because the future path of
the system’s execution is unknown, CTL temporal opera-
tors are quantified over the set of possible futures (e.g., a
property � is true in some next state or in all next states).

The syntax and semantics for CTL formulas are defined
in [8]. The subset of CTL used in this paper is summarized
below:

1. Every propositional variable is a CTL formula.
2. If � and � are CTL formulas, then so are: ��, ���,
� j�,AX�, EX�, EF�, AG�.

The symbols � (not), & (and), and j (or) are logical con-
nectives and have their usual meanings. X is the nextstate
operator, and formulaEX� (AX�) is true in state si if and
only if (iff) formula � is true in some (in every) successor
state of si in the reachability graph. F is the future opera-
tor, and EF� is true in state si iff along some path from si
there exists a future state in which � holds. Finally,G is the



global operator, and AG� is true in state si iff � holds in
every state along every path emanating from si.

The following are properties of the thermostat system,
expressed as CTL formulae:

AG��Thermostat � Off�� �SwitchIsOn�
AG��Thermostat � Heat��

�SwitchIsOn � �Enum� � TooCold���
AG��Thermostat � Inactive��

�SwitchIsOn � �Enum� � TempOk���
AG��Thermostat � AC��

�SwitchIsOn � �Enum� � TooHot���

All of the above formulae are properties expressing mode
invariants. For example, if the system is in mode HEAT

it should be invariantly true that the SwitchIsOn and the
temperature is TooCold.

2.5. Symbolic Model Checking

The SMV model checker accepts an SMV transition
relation and a goal expressed as a CTL formula. The
checker then constructs a propositional-logic representation
of the goal. The specification satisfies the goal iff the in-
terpretations of the system’s initial states satisfy the goal’s
propositional-logic representation. Otherwise, the checker
reports that the goal is not always satisfied, and it presents
an execution path that violates the goal.

If the goal is expressed as a propositional logic formula,
then the formula representing the set of states satisfying that
goal is the goal itself; the specification satisfies the goal iff
the interpretations of the initial states satisfy the goal. For
example if � and � are propositional variables (e.g., SCR
environmental conditions), then the specification satisfies
goal � � � iff all of the initial states’ interpretations sat-
isfy both � and �.

If a goal states a property about the next state, then the
model checker uses the logic model’s transition relation
to build the appropriate formula. For example, if formula
EX� represents the set of states that the transition relation
R maps into �, then formulaR����� (where R�� is the in-
verse relation ofR) represents the set of states in which goal
EX� holds. Similarly, formula ��R������� represents the
set of states in which goal AX� holds.

All of the other CTL modal operations can be defined as
fixed points of the EX and AX operators. For example,

EF �f� � minY��f �EX�Y ��

is a fixed point definition of EF . Y� is false (the empty set
of states); Y� is the set of states satisfying f (i.e., the set of
states that can reach a state satisfying f via 0 applications
of the transition relation); Y� is the set of states f �EX�f�
(i.e., the set of states that can reach a state satisfying f via
0 or 1 applications of the transition relation); Y� is the set
of states f � EX�f� �EX�EX�f�� (i.e., the set of states

that can reach a state satisfying f via 0, 1, or 2 applications
of the transition relation); etc. The computation terminates
when the least fixed point is reached; that is after n itera-
tions, where n is the smallest integer such that Yn�� � Yn.
AG has a greatest fixed point definition:

AG�f� � maxY��f � AX�Y ��

Y� is true (the set of all states); Y� is the set of states sat-
isfying f (i.e., the set of states for which f is true after 0
applications of the transition relation); Y� is the set of states
satisfying f � AX�f� (i.e., the set of states for which f is
true after 0 and 1 applications of the transition relation); Y�
is the set of states satisfying f � AX�f� � AX�AX�f��
(i.e., the set of states for which f is true after 0, 1, and 2 ap-
plications of the transition relation); etc. The computation
terminates when the greatest fixed point is reached; that is
after n iterations, where n is the smallest integer such that
Yn�� � Yn.

Once a propositional-logic expression PG for goal G
has been constructed, the model checker verifies that the
specification’s set of initial states, represented by formula
I, satisfies the predicate:

I � PG

3. Model Checking the A-7E Software Re-
quirements

The A-7E software requirements specification consists
of three mode classes, each describing a different aspect of
the system’s behavior.

The modes in the Navigation/Alignment/Test mode class
correspond to different procedures for monitoring and con-
trolling the aircraft’s position, velocity, wind data, and
alignment (with respect to the earth’s East, North, and ver-
tical coordinate system); if the aircraft is on the ground,
a series of Tests can be run to detect logic errors in the
computer or its input/output interfaces. The modes in the
Navigation Update modeclass correspond to different pro-
cedures for recalculating the computed position of the air-
craft. The modes of the Weapon Delivery modeclass cor-
respond to different procedures for identifying and tracking
the positions of targets and for releasing weapons [1].

The A-7E specification documents five constraints on the
allowable combinations of modes in different mode classes.
These constraints are safety properties that state that the sys-
tem should not be performing (or should only be perform-
ing) certain pairs of functions at the same time. These con-
straints guided the construction of the tabular requirements.
They are included in the introduction to the specification of
the mode transition tables to enhance readability of the ta-
bles: once it is determined that the system is in one mode
of the one of the mode classes, the mode-combination prop-
erties can be used to avoid checking whether the system is



in certain modes in the other mode classes. We wanted to
verify whether the tables enforced the mode-combination
properties, as intended.

3.1. Changes made to the A-7E specification

We needed to make several changes to the A-7E mode
transition tables to ensure that the model checking results
would be accurate. Most changes involved documenting
dependencies among the specification’s variables. Other
changes were made to bring the specification in line with
the syntax and semantics of the SCR requirements notation.

3.1.1. Documenting dependencies

The environmental conditions are not independent vari-
ables; that is, there are conditions whose values are con-
strained by other environmental conditions. Although these
environmental assumptions are documented in the A-7E
specification, they are scattered throughout the document.
Careful (manual) analysis of the specification revealed 17
such environmental assumptions. For example, Guns(GN),
Rockets(RK), Walleye(WL), Special(SP), Shrike(SK) and
Uncataloged(UN) are weapon classes used in the Weapon
Delivery mode class. However, in addition to those men-
tioned above, the requirements document also refers to
weapon classes High Dual, Medium Dual, etc. We defined
weapon class as an enumeration of fGN, RK, WL, SP, SK,
UN, Otherg, where ‘Other’ abstractly represents weapon
class values that are not important to the mode transition
specification.

3.1.2. Correcting syntax and explicating semantics

The A-7E specifiers had deviated from their own specifica-
tion notation to make the tables shorter and more readable.
Here, we describe the changes we made to bring the speci-
fication into conformance with SCR syntax and semantics.

Added condition describing mode class value. The mode
transition table for Navigation Update modeclass is affected
by “environmental condition” Weapon mode=BOC. This
condition is true exactly when the WeaponDelivery mod-
eclass is in mode BOC. To enforce this constraint, we re-
placed all occurrences of the condition with predicate Wp-
nDel=BOC, where the variable WpnDel records the current
mode of the Weapon Delivery mode class.

Accommodated transitions due to mode entry. In the
Weapon Delivery mode class, there are two modes, OFF-
MFS and WD-MFS, whose transitions out of the respec-
tive modes occur upon mode entry. For example, all of
the transitions leaving mode OFF-MFS are activated by

@T(In OFF-MFS). Thus the system never remains in ei-
ther of these two modes. It appears that this technique is
intended to model hierarchical modes, where modes OFF-
MFS and WD-MFS are abstractions of sets of component
modes. Entry into the parent mode is actually an entry into
one of the component modes, depending on the event caus-
ing the mode entry.

However, transitions activated by mode entry events can
lead to a logical inconsistency. Because the transitions en-
tering and leaving modes OFF-MFS and WD-MFS occur
simultaneously, two modes of the same mode class (the two
destination modes of the simultaneous transitions) are true
at the same time. This contradicts the constraint that the sys-
tem is in exactly one mode of each mode class at any time.
We could have manually eliminated the intermediate modes
OFF-MFS and WD-MFS, thereby flattening the hierarchi-
cal mode structure. To do this, we would have had to find
all transitions entering modes OFF-MFS and WD-MFS and
replace each such transition with the set of transitions leav-
ing modes OFF-MFS and WD-MFS, respectively; the tran-
sition event of the new transition would be a combination
of the triggering event and WHEN conditions of the compo-
nent transitions. However, we were not confident that we
could accurately automate this transformation, and doing it
manually would have been time consuming and error prone.

Instead, we added a new conditionPWpnDel to the A-7E
specification which records the value of the Weapon Deliv-
ery mode class in the previous state; and we replaced all
triggering events @T(In OFF-MFS) and @T(In WD-MFS)
with @T(PWpnDel=OFF-MFS) and @T(PWpnDel=WD-
MFS), respectively.

Combined two mode transition tables into one. The
events that cause transitions between the modes in the
Align/Nav/Test mode classes are described using two ta-
bles. The first table describes the mode transitions while
the aircraft is on ground (when condition (ACAIRB=Yes)
is false), and the second table describes transitions when
the aircraft is airborne (when condition (ACAIRB=Yes) is
true). To facilitate model checking the mode class as a
whole, we joined the two tables. To retain the known value
of condition (ACAIRB=Yes), we added WHEN condition
[!(ACAIRB=Yes)] to all transition events from the first table
in which (ACAIRB=Yes)’s value was unspecified, and we
added WHEN condition [(ACAIRB=Yes)] to all transition
events from the second table in which (ACAIRB=Yes)’s
value was unspecified.

Added single event constraint. The A-7E mode transition
tables were written with the assumption that only one mon-
itored variable can change its value at a time. This assump-
tion was made because it was known that in the system’s
implementation, changes to monitored variables would be



queued and events would be seen by the system one at a
time, even if the events occurred simultaneously. To en-
force this constraint, our program generates a DNF expres-
sion that states only one variable can change its value at any
time. However, the added constraint does allow dependent
conditions to change value simultaneously [3].

3.2. Verifying A-7E properties

We model checked the five mode-combination properties
against the 1988 version of the A-7E mode transition tables.

The first property states that the system must be in one
and only one of the following modes:

Lautocal DIG Grtest
Sautocal DI
Landaln I
SINSaln UDI
01Update OLB
HUDaln Mag sl
Airaln Grid

IMS fail
PolarDI
PolarI

In the 1978 version of the specification, these modes were
distributed among three modeclasses: Navigation, Align-
ment and Test. The transitions between these modes were
so interrelated that the modes were combined into a sin-
gle modeclass (the Align/Nav/Test modeclass) in the 1988
version of the A-7E specification. Because the system is al-
ways in exactly one mode of every modeclass at all times,
the above property holds. The CTL representation of this
property is

AG (
(ANT=Lautocal � !(ANT=Sautocal � ANT=Landaln�
ANT=SINSaln � ANT=Update � ANT=HUDaln �
ANT=Airaln � ANT=DIG � ANT=DI � ANT=I �
ANT=UDI � ANT=OLB � ANT=Mag-sl � ANT=Grid �
ANT=IMS-fail � ANT=PolarDI � ANT=PolarI �
ANT=Grtest))
W

(ANT=Sautocal � !(ANT=Lautocal � ANT=Landaln�
ANT=SINSaln � ANT=Update � ANT=HUDaln �
ANT=Airaln � ANT=DIG � ANT=DI � ANT=I �
ANT=UDI � ANT=OLB � ANT=Mag-sl � ANT=Grid �
ANT=IMS-fail � ANT=PolarDI � ANT=PolarI �
ANT=Grtest))
W

. . . )

where ANT is the variable for the Align/Nav/Test mode-
class. We verified the property to be true.

The second property states that the system may be in at
most one of the following modes at a time:

HUDUpd Nattack Walleye
RadarUpd Noffset Snattack
MapUpd BOC Snoffset
TacUpd BOCFlyto0 SBOC
FlyUpd BOCoffset SBOCFlyto0

CCIP SBOCoffset
A/G guns HUDdown1
HUDdown2

This property states that certain combinations of Navigation
Update modes and Weapon Delivery mode are not possible.
When the aircraft is in one of the listed Navigation Update
modes, it is updating the calculated coordinates of the air-
craft. The aircraft must not be calculating the location of
the weapon targets while it is recalculating the coordinates
of the aircraft. The CTL formula representing this property
is

AG(
(NavUpd=HUDUpd � !(WpnDel=Nattack �
WpnDel=MdWalleye�WpnDel=Noffset �
WpnDel=Snattack �WpnDel=BOC �WpnDel=Snoffset
�WpnDel=BOCFlyto0 �WpnDel=SBOC �
WpnDel=BOCoffset �WpnDel=SBOCFlyto0 �
WpnDel=CCIP �WpnDel=SBOCoffset �
WpnDel=AG-Guns �WpnDel=HUDdown1�
WpnDel=HUDdown2))
W

(NavUpd=RadarUpd� !(WpnDel=Nattack �
WpnDel=MdWalleye�WpnDel=Noffset �
WpnDel=Snattack �WpnDel=BOC �WpnDel=Snoffset
�WpnDel=BOCFlyto0 �WpnDel=SBOC �
WpnDel=BOCoffset �WpnDel=SBOCFlyto0 �
WpnDel=CCIP �WpnDel=SBOCoffset �
WpnDel=AG-Guns �WpnDel=HUDdown1�
WpnDel=HUDdown2))
W

. . .W

(!(NavUpd=HUDUpd � NavUpd=RadarUpd�
NavUpd=MapUpd� NavUpd=TacUpd�
NavUpd=FlyUpd�WpnDel=Nattack �
WpnDel=MdWalleye�WpnDel=Noffset �
WpnDel=Snattack �WpnDel=BOC �WpnDel=Snoffset
�WpnDel=BOCFlyto0 �WpnDel=SBOC �
WpnDel=BOCoffset �WpnDel=SBOCFlyto0 �
WpnDel=CCIP �WpnDel=SBOCoffset �
WpnDel=AG-Guns �WpnDel=HUDdown1�
WpnDel=HUDdown2)))

where NavUpd and WpnDel are the variables for the Nav-
igation Update and Weapon Delivery modeclasses, respec-



tively. Initially, the model checker determined that the prop-
erty was false. While analyzing the results, we found that
we had not modeled the events triggered by mode entry
events(@T(In WD-MFS) and @T(In OFF-MFS)) properly:
we had not enforced the constraint that no other event could
occur while transitions activated by these mode entry events
occurred. We corrected this and found that the property was
true.

The third property states that the system may only be
in Navigation Update mode AflyUpd when it is in either
Weapon Delivery mode BOC or mode SBOC. In Naviga-
tion Update modes, the aircraft position is updated using
the coordinates of a reference point on the ground. The pilot
designates when the aircraft is directly above the reference
point. The system then usually displays both the newly cal-
culated position (based on the coordinates of the reference
point) and the previously used position (computed by the
aircraft’s Operational Flight Program), and the pilot can de-
cide which value should be used as the updated position of
the aircraft. In AflyUpd, the two positions are not displayed.
Instead, the position of the aircraft is updated based on the
coordinates of the reference point. This kind of update is
only allowed when the system is in mode BOC (or SBOC),
because in BOC the weapon target is the reference. Thus,
the coordinates of the target are taken as the correct position
of the aircraft and the target is bombed.

The CTL formula representing this property is

AG(NavUpd=AflyUpd�
(WpnDel=BOC �WpnDel=SBOC))

The model checker determined that this property was true.
The fourth property states that the system can be in AA-

Guns and Manrip together or separately:

EF(WpnDel=AA-Guns) �
EF(WpnDel=Manrip) �
EF(WpnDel=AA-Guns �WpnDel=Manrip)

This formula was determined to be false. This result was
not surprising since AA-Guns and Manrip are modes in the
same modeclass and a modeclass can be in only of its mode
at any time.

The fifth property states that the system may not be in
any of the following Weapon Delivery modes if the Navi-
gation mode is IMS fail, Mag sl or Grid and the condition
ADC Up is false:

Nattack Noffset BOC
BOCFlyto0 BOCoffset CCIP
HUDdown1 HUDdown2 Walleye
Snattack Snoffset SBOC
SBOCFlyto0 SBOCoffset

When ADC Up is false, the instruments that provide data to
calculate the aircraft’s horizontal velocity are dislaying “un-
reasonable” values. Consequently, the horizontal velocity is

not recalculated and the program uses the stale value. Under
these circumstances, the system should not be in a Weapon
Delivery mode that uses the aircrafts horizontal velocity to
calculate the weapon target’s location. The CTL formula
representing this property is

AG(
((ANT=Mag-sl � ANT=Grid � ANT=IMS-fail) �

!ADCUp)�
!(WpnDel=BOC �WpnDel=SBOC �
WpnDel=Snattack �WpnDel=Snoffset �
WpnDel=Nattack �WpnDel=Noffset �
WpnDel=BOCFlyto0 �WpnDel=SBOCFlyto0 �
WpnDel=HUDdown1�WpnDel=HUDdown2 ))

The condition ADC Up does not affect any mode transition
nor does its value depend on the value of the modeclasses.
Therefore, we model checked the property without consid-
ering the value of condition ADC Up. The modified prop-
erty was found to be false.

3.3. Feasibility of Symbolic Model Checking

How large is the reachability graph of the A-7E aircraft?
The specification consists of three mode classes, each com-
posed of 6 to 18 modes for a total of 41 modes. There are
69 environmental conditions that affect the mode transition
tables. In addition, we added 7 new environmental condi-
tions when we modified the specification for verification.
The SMV model of the system consists of 54 boolean and 9
enumerated variables; the theoretical size of the state space
is 1.3 x 10�� states�. This section describes the memory re-
sources and execution time needed to symbolically model
check the A-7E specification.

3.3.1. Memory Resources

SMV uses Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) to represent
boolean functions. A BDD is a directed acyclic graph which
represents a boolean formula [6]. For example, the BDD
in Figure 3(a) represents the boolean formula (a � b) � (c
� d). One can determine the value of the formula for any
assignment of variable values by traversing the tree from
root to leaf; at each node, the branch taken depends on the
value of the variable labeled in the node. For example, the
assignment of values (0, 0, 1, 1) to variables (a, b, c, d)
results in a traversal that leads to the leaf labeled 1. Hence,
this assignment satisfies the formula.

�The theoretical size of the state space is calculated by taking the prod-
uct of the numbers of possible variable values. For example, if a specifica-
tion only declares two variables, a boolean and an enumerated type Enum
: fone, two, threeg, then the size of the state space is 2 x 3 = 6 states.
Note that the above calculation does not inflate the state space size by in-
cluding value combinations prohibited by enumerations; it does, however,
include value combinationsprohibited by the other declared environmental
assumptions.
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Figure 3. BDDs with different variable ordering.

When model checking SCR requirements, SMV gener-
ates one BDD that represents both the transition relations
of the mode classes and the constraints specified in the
TRANS section. The structure of the generated BDD is
sensitive to the order in which variables are declared in the
specification’s VAR section: the BDD is constructed so that
variables in the BDD are traversed in the order in which
they are declared. For example, the BDD in Figure 3(a) is
constructed from variable ordering a - b - c - d, whereas the
BDD in Figure 3(b) is constructed from variable ordering
a - c - b - d.

Different orderings of variable declarations can have an
enormous effect on the size of a function’s BDD representa-
tion. In one of our earliest attempts to model check pieces of
the A-7E specification, SMV could not construct the BDD
representation of the transition relation of a single mode-
class (the Navigation Update mode class) after executing
for two weeks!� When we reordered the variable declara-
tions, the mode class’s transition relation was generated in
about 15 CPU seconds.

When model checking the complete A-7E specification,
we tried approximately 10-15 different orderings of each
mode class’s variables. In the end, the size of the transition
relation that was model checked consisted of 64,490 BDD
nodes; a total of 262,863 BDD nodes and 5.4 Megabytes
were allocated to construct the transition relation.

3.3.2. CPU Resources

Table 1 indicates how long it took to verify each of the
five mode-combination properties. The timing information
shown for properties 1-3 consists of the time it took to build
the transition relation plus the time it took to verify the re-
spective property. For properties 4 and 5, the timing infor-
mation also includes the time it took to find and display a
counterexample of the false formula.

�This exercise was performed on a lightly-loaded DEC Alpha, with
256MB of RAM and over 1GB of swap space.

Property User time System time Result
(CPU sec) (CPU sec)

1 441.814 18.833 True
2 734.183 32.683 True
3 592.583 28.733 True
4 1065.63� 21.483� False
5 780.233� 36.433� False

�Includes time to generate counter-example.

Table 1. Execution times of verifications.

When model checking property 4, SMV attempts to find
a counter-example of the false formula. However, prop-
erty 4 is a statement about the reachability of a particular
state. How can the counterexample facility demonstrate that
a state is in fact unreachable? It produces the set of states
that can reach the particular state in question. A consider-
able amount of time is spent producing this counterexample.

All five exercises were performed on a lightly-loaded
SUN with 128MB of RAM and 410MB of swap space.

4. Related Work

Early model checkers (such as EMC [8], MCB [4], the
Concurrency Workbench [9], and MEC [2]) verify proper-
ties by constructing the specification’s reachability graph
and then evaluating the property in every reachable state.
Because the size of a specification’s reachability graph
grows exponentially with respect to the number of variables
and parallel components comprising the specification, these
tools have been used primarily to check small communica-
tion protocols [9, 29], mutual exclusion algorithms [2, 32],
and small synchronous [5] and asynchronous [10] circuits.

With the advent of symbolic model checking, it has been
possible to model check larger systems. For example, the
consistency of a distributed cache in the Gigamax multipro-
cessor, with a potential state space of 10�� states, was veri-



fied in “a few minutes” using the SMV model checker [26].
SMV has also been used to detect deadlock in the Hewlett-
Packard’s Summit bus converter chip, which is responsible
for communication between a high-speed processor bus and
a low-speed I/O bus [15]; it took 8 to 30 minutes to verify
properties of the converter, whose specification consisted of
195 state variables, resulting in a potential state space of
10�� states. However, these case studies involved hardware
systems, and symbolic model checking is known to exploit
the regular structure inherent in digital circuits.

SMV has also been used to verify the IEEE 802.3 Eth-
ernet CSMA/CD communication protocol which allocates
a shared channel for multiple users. Properties verified in-
clude collision detection and correct data transmission. The
number of reachable states in the model was 10� to 7.5x10�

depending on the number of transmitters and the type of
model used: asynchronous or synchronous. The model used
here has repetitive elements, including multiple instances
of receivers or transmitters. The complexity and size of
the model can be reduced by taking away the repetitive el-
ements, whereas in the A-7E system there are no repeti-
tive elements and the system as a whole has to be model
checked.

Wing and Vaziri-Farahani [33] have verified abstract
models of three cache coherence protocols used in dis-
tributed file systems. SMV took less than a second to
check over 43,600 reachable states. Abstractions were ob-
tained based on the formula being verified or by exploiting
domain- or application-specific knowledge [33]. These are
manually obtained abstractions that require a lot of case-
specific knowledge and human thinking. In contrast, the
SCR methodology requires the requirements writer to cre-
ate abstractions of the (potentially infinite) environmental
state space by determining which predicates on values of
environmental variables affect mode transitions. Thus, the
use of the SCR notation provides an easy method of obtain-
ing abstractions.

5. Conclusion

The use of formal notations helps the requirements
writer ensure that all cases of appropriate system behavior
are considered and documented. Automated techniques to
analyze requirements documents would make it easier to
write and review the documents, as well as encourage other
requirements designers to adopt the use of formal methods.

One of the advantages of model checking over other au-
tomated validation and verification techniques is the degree
to which the verification is automated. Simulators execute
previously composed test cases, but a human must decide
whether or not the result of each test case is correct. The-
orem provers are interactive; they vary as to which proof
techniques are automated, but they all require some human

input that specifies when to apply certain inference rules
and proof techniques.

The question most asked about model checking is
whether and how the technique scales. This and other case
studies clearly demonstrate that model checking reasonably
large specifications is feasible.
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